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I love sunsets. My study has a west-facing window, which gives me the opportunity to 

observe the most glorious sunsets imaginable. It maybe that living in a mountainous area, or 

by the sea, in the middle of  a forest or beside wide open fields inspire others to wax lyrical 

about the special quality of  sunsets there,  and I too have memories like that. But I feel truly 

blessed that I don’t even have to step outside my front door to witness the beauties of  the 
skies as the sun goes down. You would be surprised to see just how many sunset pictures 

there are in my files! Because, of  course, every sunset is different, for its uniqueness is 

dependent on the time of  the year, on the weather conditions, on the exact time of  the day 

and not least on the emotional state of  the observer! So, what makes sunsets such 

magnificent experience?  We don’t normally analyse why we like some things or attracted to 
certain aspects of  nature. And we are certainly not affected by the scientific explanations 

when we get bowled over by a sight like a georgious sunset.   

  

 As I reflect on my own feelings I know that I 

love colours and some sunsets can be a riot of  colours, 
especially as they contrast with the darkening 

silouettes against which they appear. I think it is one 

of God’s greatest gifts to us that we have a sense of  

colour. We all know what  a difference it can make 

whether we awake to a bright, colourful, sunny 
morning or a grey, dark cloudy one. Then I discover 

that the riot of  colours is actually achieved by the presence of  clouds. So for a truly 

beautiful sunset you do need some clouds. Is that true of  our lives as well, I wonder. That 

without the darker patches it is not possible to fully appreciate life’s beauties? That in 

God’s light things take on a different dimension, where even hardships are transformed 
into something meaningful? 

 

 The other thing that gets me about sunsets is that their magical beauty is so totally  

gratuitous! There is no ‘earthly reason’ for them to end the dying day with such flourish. On 

the surface, nobody specially benefits from it. The animals, the trees, the mountains or the 
oceans do not need it. It’s a useless gift, if  you like. Yet, it lifts the human spirit, it fills us 

with awe and wonder and thanksgiving and a deep trust in the created world and its Creator. 

Today is over with all its highs and lows but before the darkness comes there is this brilliant 

token of  the promise for another day with its new beginnings, new possibilities. 

 
         I have the same feeling about the season of  Autumn. We have just celebrated our 

Harvest Festival, when we have remembered and have given thanks for all the gifts of  the 

earth and of  human labour, which assure our future for another year. But this season of  



Autumn also has its own unbelivable beauty with its own riot of  colours 

giving us the opportunity to give thanks for ‘the beauty of  the earth, for the 
beauty of  the skies, ...for the beauty of  hill and vale, and trees and flower, sun 

and moon, and stars of  light’. And for the fact that the end of  the year is as 

beautiful as the end of  the day. And if  there are such gracious gifts given 

at the endings in nature, how much more may we trust the Almighty 

giver to supply our more everyday needs at our beginnings, in the 

middle and at the sunset of  our lives. 


